Centennial Trivia

Trivia Rules

1) Raise your hand to answer the question—please do not shout out your guess!

2) Those who answer correctly will receive an extra raffle ticket!

3) True/False questions are for all to answer.
In 1919, Assembly Bill 626 birthed the Southern Branch of the University of California. Where was the campus originally located?:

A. Hollywood  
B. Burbank  
C. Beverly Hills  
D. Westwood
HOLLYWOOD

Southern Branch of the University of California was located where Los Angeles City College (LACC) is today!
This center in the UCLA Psychology department is the legacy of Associate Professor Grace Maxwell Fernald who founded the first clinic school in the U.S. for children and adults with learning disabilities in 1921.

A. Center for Mental Health in Schools
B. Child Study Center
C. Center for Culture, Brain, and Development
D. UCLA Behavioral Testing Core
This center in the UCLA Psychology department is the legacy of Associate Professor Grace Maxwell Fernald who founded the first clinic school in the U.S. for children and adults with learning disabilities in 1921.

A. Center for Mental Health in Schools
B. FERNALD Child Study Center
C. Center for Culture, Brain, and Development
D. UCLA Behavioral Testing Core
In 1960, Professor of Chemistry Willard F. Libby won the first Nobel Prize for science awarded to a UCLA faculty member for his work in developing:

A. chemotherapy
B. radiocarbon dating
C. protein crystallography
D. molecular orbital theory
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B. radiocarbon dating
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What location on campus is credited as the “birthplace of the internet”?

A. Engineering I, Room 3420
B. Engineering II and III, Room 3420
C. Engineering IV, Room 3420
D. where the parapsychology lab used to be (c. 1968-1978)
What location on campus is credited as the “birthplace of the internet”?

A. Engineering I, Room 3420
B. Engineering II and III, Room 3420
C. Engineering IV, Room 3420
D. where the parapsychology lab used to be (c. 1968-1978)

Boelter Hall
Fifth floor of Semel Institute
Before costumed student mascots took over the job in the mid-1960s, live bears were used as mascots at UCLA home football games.

True or False?:

Before costumed student mascots took over the job in the mid-1960s, live bears were used as mascots at UCLA home football games.
Before costumed student mascots took over the job in the mid-1960s, live bears were used as mascots at UCLA home football games.
Which University received the world’s first internet transmission from Professor Leonard Kleinrock and his research team at UCLA on October 29, 1969?

A. Stanford University
B. USC
C. Yale University
D. Cal Tech
E. MIT
Which University received the world’s first internet transmission from Professor Leonard Kleinrock and his research team at UCLA on October 29, 1969?
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D. Cal Tech
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In 1964, while Director of UCLA’s Tissue Typing Lab, Paul Terasaki devised a procedure to evaluate the compatibility of organ donors and organ recipients. The method, now the international standard for tissue typing, has been used in approximately 250,000 transplants.
In 1964, while Director of UCLA’s Tissue Typing Lab, Paul Terasaki devised a procedure to evaluate the compatibility of organ donors and organ recipients. The method, now the international standard for tissue typing, has been used in more than 1 MILLION transplants.
UCLA Medical Center Assistant Professor Michael Gottlieb made history when he first diagnosed an unknown affliction later to be called:

A. Parkinson’s Disease
B. Autism
C. ADHD
D. AIDS
E. Depression
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Living Proof is a 2008 Lifetime Television film based on the true life story of UCLA faculty member Dennis Slamon who helped develop the breast cancer drug Herceptin. The role of Dr. Slamon is played by ____________.

A. Anthony Edwards  
B. Harry Connick, Jr.  
C. Rob Lowe  
D. Noah Wyle
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Dr. Gail Wyatt is:

A. the first ethnic minority to receive training as a sexologist.
B. the first African American woman in California to receive a license to practice Psychology.
C. the first African American woman Ph.D. to reach full Professor in a school of medicine.
D. A and B only
E. A, B and C
Dr. Gail Wyatt is:

A. the first ethnic minority to receive training as a sexologist.
B. the first African American woman in California to receive a license to practice Psychology.
C. the first African American woman Ph.D. to reach full Professor in a school of medicine.
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Dr. Dennis Hong is the founder of RoMeLa, a state-of-the-art research facility at UCLA with an emphasis on studying _______.

A. Really cool lasers  
B. Electric utility grids  
C. Robotics  
D. Regenerative medicine  
E. Rome, Italy

RoMeLa (?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????)
Dr. Dennis Hong is the founder of RoMeLa, a state-of-the-art research facility at UCLA with an emphasis on studying _______.

A. Really cool lasers  
B. Electric utility grids  
C. Robotics  
D. Regenerative medicine  
E. Rome, Italy
Distinguished Professor Owen Witte has published findings about human leukemia that have led to breakthroughs in chemotherapy, and is also the founding director of this UCLA research center:

A. CPRA
B. CHPR
C. JCCC
D. BSCRC
Distinguished Professor Owen Witte has published findings about human leukemia that have led to breakthroughs in chemotherapy, and is also the founding director of this UCLA research center:

A. CPRA (Center for Policy Research on Aging)
B. CHPR (California HIV/AIDS Research Program)
C. JCCC (Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center)
D. BSCRC (Broad Stem Cell Research Center)
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Charles Sawyers and Michael Jung discovered enzalutamide, a nonsteroidal antiandrogen (NSAA) medication, which is primarily used in the treatment of:

A. pancreatic cancer
B. ovarian cancer
C. colon cancer
D. prostate cancer
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In 2012, UCLA astrophysicist Andrea Ghez became the first woman to win the internationally renowned Crafoord Prize from the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences for her role in discovering that a ________ exists at the center of the Milky Way galaxy.

A. black hole  
B. supermassive black hole  
C. white dwarf star  
D. star cluster
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